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ABSTRACT

This article aims to shed light on a hitherto unknown transmission route of the astral sciences from Alamut 
to Dadu (Beijing). I argue that the huntianyi 渾天儀, an armillary sphere, which Jamāl al-Dīn dedicated to 
Qubilai in 1267, was designed in Alamut – the main stronghold of the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs – on the grounds that 
the instrument was set to Alamut’s latitude. After its fall in 1256, the armillary sphere traversed the Mongol 
Silk Roads. The Dastūr al-munajjimīn, an Arabic work of the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs, functions as the missing link 
in this West-to-East transmission.
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INTRODUCTION: THE MARAGHA AND DADU OBSERVATORIES

The political unification of Central Eurasia by the Mongols in the thirteenth century prompted 
the cross-cultural exchange of peoples, materials and ideas on a Eurasian scale. Adhering to the 
heavens/Tengri, the Mongols’ actions were based on the principle of mirroring heavenly por-
tents in their earthly activities. As a result, quite a few specialists in astral sciences from different 
intellectual backgrounds were gathered at the courts of the Mongol elites, either voluntarily or 
forcibly, which opened up the possibility of conflation among different astral traditions in Eur-
asia. As shown in Thomas Allsen’s masterpiece on cross-cultural exchange in Mongol Eurasia, 
the cultures of this period were characterized by the Mongol conquest and their subsequent rule 
(Allsen 2001).

Due to the great importance of the cultural materials trafficked across Eurasia during this pe-
riod, astral sciences have attracted scholarly attention since the earliest researchers, for example, 
by historians of civilizations such as George Sarton (1931) and Joseph Needham (1959). In addi-
tion to Allsen, Benno van Dalen (2002) provides us with a reliable historiography of this subject 
on the basis of the rigorous re-examination of studies which had accumulated until the turn of 
the twenty-first century. In the context of East Asia, the astral sciences of this period pivot upon 
the Shoushi li 授時曆 [Season-Granting Astronomical System], the official astronomical system 
of the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368). On this subject, Yamada Keiji’s monograph (1980) provided 
a broad perspective, comprehensive of the socio-intellectual traditions involved, while more re-
cently Nathan Sivin (2009) accomplished an English translation of the astronomical system with 
a massive commentary that explores it from many different historical, social and scientific angles. 
Based on such solid foundations, the understanding of this subject has been deepened with more 
recent studies; for example, Miya Noriko (2016) refers to astral sciences to a certain extent in her 
discussion about the East-West exchange of knowledge during the Mongol period; Yang Qiao 
(2019) details the mobility of astronomers/astrologers in Mongol Eurasia, while Isahaya Yoichi 
(2020) pays attention to a cross-cultural ‘astronomical dialogue’ between Naṣīr al-Dīn al-Ṭūsī 
(1201–74) and Fu Mengzhi 傅孟質.

However, this accumulation of studies on cross-cultural exchanges relative to astral sciences in 
Mongol Eurasia has not necessarily been cross-referenced, which caused the situation that some-
times unfounded arguments are considered to be ‘facts’. Under these circumstances, this article 
aims to mitigate the confusion by a combination of re-reading existing sources and providing 
new materials. The combination leads us to finding a missing link between Alamut and Dadu, in 
which Jamāl al-Dīn (Zhamaluding 札馬魯丁: d. ca. 1289) had a significant role.

At the beginning, I attempt to re-examine the argument of direct connection between the ob-
servatories in Maragha and Dadu, both of which were established under Mongol rule in the thir-
teenth century. As it turns out, the argument cannot be founded on any text-based evidence.

Rashīd al-Dīn’s (ca. 1247–1318) Jāmiʿ  al-tawārīkh [Collection of Histories], one of the most 
important historical sources for the Mongol empire (1206–1368), recounts the details of the es-
tablishment of the Maragha observatory, beginning with the report that Möngke (r. 1251–59), 
the fourth Grand Khan, planned to found an observatory, perhaps in Qaraqorum, the capital of 
the United Mongol Empire. According to this, although Möngke first entrusted Jamāl al-Dīn with 
preparing for its construction, he was unable to accomplish this task. As a result, Möngke ordered 
his brother Hülägü (1218–65) to send Naṣīr al-Dīn al-Ṭūsī (1201–74) – a famed polymath in 
the Iranian Plateau – on this mission when the khan dispatched him to the land of Iran (JT, 2: 
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1024; Allsen 2001: 167). However, the succession struggle subsequent to Möngke’s sudden death 
in 1259 detained Hülägü in Iran and Iraq, where he eventually inaugurated his own Ulus/state, 
that is, the Ilkhanid dynasty (ca. 1256–1353). As a close advisor of the khan, Ṭūsī initiated the 
construction of an observatory in Maragha, the early capital of the dynasty. The observatory was 
completed in 1259 (TW: 100; MA, 3: 54–56).

On the other hand, in the case of the Yuan dynasty, the Observatory of the Han Chinese (Haner  
sitiantai 漢兒司天臺) already functioned from 1260 in Dadu 大都, the capital of the dynasty, 
while the Observatory of the Westerners (Huihui sitiantai 回回司天臺)1 was also established in 
1271, at the same time that the aforementioned Jamāl al-Dīn was appointed as its director (YS, 1: 
136; Yamada 1980: 58). In 1273, the two existing observatories were united when Jamāl al-Dīn was 
appointed director of the Imperial Library Directorate (Mishujian 秘書監), which was in charge 
of the united observatory (MZ: 115, 126; Yang 2017: 1235–36). The Yuan astronomical reform 
then commenced in 1276, lasting for four years and resulting in the compilation of the Shoushi li, 
known as the masterpiece of Chinese traditional astronomical systems (Yang 2017: 1236).

At the Maragha observatory, al-Ṭūsī compiled the Zīj-i īlkhānī [Ilkhanid Astronomical Hand-
book] around 1272 on behalf of his master, Hülägü. When paying attention to the timing of the 
construction of the observatories and the compilation of the Shoushi li and Zīj-i īlkhānī, such par-
allelism certainly tempts us to conjecture that the Dadu and Maragha observatories exchanged 
information, for example, about observational data, which would have reflected the contents of 
both works (Miya 2016: 30–31). However, no historical source – at least as far as existing ones are 
concerned – sustains such conjecture. In fact, shortly after the unification of the two observato-
ries in Dadu, Liu Bingzhong 劉秉忠 (d. 1274) – one of Qubilai’s trusted attendants – command-
ed that the two observatories should still report their official matters independently (MZ: 126; 
Yang 2017: 1236). This highly likely formed an obstacle to active collaboration between Chinese 
and ‘western’ astronomers. Regarding the aforementioned astronomical reform, too, as Yabuuti 
Kiyoshi (1997: 13) pointed out, the structure of the Shoushi li is entirely within the framework of 
the Chinese astronomical tradition, in which the influence of ‘western’ astronomy is only found 
in parts of instruments used in observations for the reform. In this context, Yang (2017: 1236–
1237) also refers to the fact that there is no evidence for the participation of Jamāl al-Dīn and his 
‘ western ’ colleagues in the reform.

A well-known attempt to unearth the West-to-East transmission of astral sciences was car-
ried out by Willy Hartner, who aimed to identify seven ‘western astronomical instruments’ (xiyu 
yixiang 西域儀象) dedicated to Qubilai by Jamāl al-Dīn in 1267 (YS, 4: 998–999), by compar-
ing them with instruments at the Maragha observatory which were explained in an Arabic trea-
tise entitled Risāla fī kayfīyat al-arṣād [Treatise on the Method of Observations] (1261/62) by 
Muʾayyad al-Dīn al-ʿUrḍī (d. ca. 1266), wh o was active at the Maragha observatory from the 
time of its construction. Following this comparison, Hartner confirmed the close relationship 
of both, which formed his well-known hypothesis that Jamāl al-Dīn may have come from the 
Maragha observatory with the seven instruments as a delegate to the Yuan court in 1267 (Hartner 
1950: 192–193). Although Hartner’s hypothesis has been sometimes treated as a living argument 

1 The term huihui is usually translated ‘Muslims’ in the case of the Yuan dynasty as well as later periods. However, 
in this period, especially in this context, the term includes non-Muslims who also came from the xiyu 西域, the 
western lands, such as Christians of the Church of the East. On this premise, the term is translated ‘westerners’ in 
this article.
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(Needham 1959: 372–373; Prazniak 2018: 235–236), this has already been refuted by Yamada 
and Allsen. Jamāl al-Dīn first appears in the Chinese sources in a description of the time before 
Qubilai ascended the throne in 1260. The prince summoned ‘western’ astral scholars due to their 
high expertise in those sciences, and Jamāl al-Dīn was one of those who seized this opportunity 
(YS, 8: 2297; Yang 2017: 1233). The chronology also accords with the aforementioned description 
by Rashīd al-Dīn, who regards Jamāl al-Dīn as a person working for the construction of an ob-
servatory on behalf of Möngke (although the description shall be re-examined at the end of this 
article). Despite a certain similarity between the Maragha instruments and Jamāl al-Dīn’s ones, 
at least, there is no evidence to prove that Jamāl al-Dīn was at the Maragha observatory, whose 
construction began in 1258 at the earliest (Yamada 1980: 48–52; Allsen 2001: 166–167).

On the other hand, Jamāl al-Dīn was indeed engaging in a series of observations, perhaps 
together with his ‘western’ colleagues, at the Dadu observatory around 1275, which might have 
resulted in the compilation o f a zīj/Islamicate astronomical handbook.2 Although the original 
zīj has not come down to us, its contents are probably reflected in an extant one, that is, al-Zīj 
al-sanjufīnī [Sanjufīnī’s Astronomical Handbook], which was dedicated to a Mongol viceroy of 
Tibet in 1366. This zīj also shares a common archetype with the Huihui li 回回曆 [Islamic 
Astronomical System], the Chinese translation of a zīj in 1383, during the first decades of the 
Ming period (1368–1644) (van Dalen 2002: 336–339). However, this fact still does not sustain the 
aforementioned argument about the connection between the Maragha and Dadu observatories, 
because the contents of the Zīj-i īlkhānī were quite different from those of the two other zījes. 
That confirms for us that Jamāl al-Dīn carried out observations independent from those at the 
Maragha observatory (van Dalen 1999).

In addition, the Zīj-i īlkhānī itself was not necessarily produced on the basis of the fresh ob-
servations at the Maragha observatory. The introduction of the Zīj-i īlkhānī narrates that Hülägü 
urged al-Ṭūsī to complete the compilation of the zīj within a mere twelve years (ZI: 3v). To cope 
with the difficulty, al-Ṭūsī made use of his predecessors’ records of observations in their zījes to 
determine the parameters of the planetary motions and positions. Investigation into the contents 
of the Zīj-i īlkhānī confirms this: the parameters underlying the solar, lunar and planetary tables 
were in fact taken from those of zījes by Ibn al-Aʿlam (d. ca. 985) and Ibn Yūnus (d. 1009), as 
well as ones by Ibn Yūnus and Abū Rayḥān al-Bīrūnī (973–ca. 1050) in the case of trigonometry 
(King & Samsó 2001: 46).3 The core parts of the Zīj-i īlkhānī, therefore, do not depend upon the 
Maragha observations. This fact also works as a negative factor against the argument of the close 
relationship between the Dadu and Maragha observatories and their representative works, the 
Shoushi li and Zīj-i īlkhānī, because, let alone reflecting the exchange of observational data, the 
latter itself was not based on such data.

2 On the zīj see, for example, Kennedy 1956 and King & Samsó 2001.
3 This was based on the minute analysis of the tables of planetary mean motions in the Zīj-i īlkhānī by Fāṭeme 
Sawādī and Sajjad Nīk-Fahm (2012). On the other hand, a recent study also proves that some parameters are in fact 
not taken from previous zījes (Mozaffari and Zotti 2013: 56).
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LOOKING FOR LATITUDE 36°: JAMĀL AL-DĪN’S ARMILLARY SPHERE

As was discussed in the previous section, established evidence cannot be provided to sustain a 
direct connection between the Maragha and Dadu observatories. But, of course, this does not 
mean that the East-West exchange in the field of astral sciences is rejected totally. As already 
mentioned, ‘western astronomical instruments’, which were either brought to or constructed at 
the Yuan court, had some influence on Chinese astronomers.

Furthermore, in 1273, the Observatory of the Westerners sent to the Imperial Library Direc-
torate a list of books at its disposal. This list included Euclid’s Elements (Wuhuliede 兀忽列的), 
Ptolemy’s Almagest (Maizheside 麥者思的), ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Ṣūfī’s (90 3–98 6) Ṣuwar al-ka-
wākib al-thābita [Book of the Constellations] (Suwali kewaqibi 速瓦裏可瓦乞必), and Kūshy-
ār ibn Labbān’s (fl. second half 10th/early 11th century) al-Madkhal fī ṣināʿat aḥkām al-nujūm 
[Introduction to Astrology] (Mataheli 麻塔合立) (MZ: 129–131).4 The list also includes a work 
concerning chronology or history with the term of tārīkh (Tielihei 帖裏黑). Although the term 
had been previously considered to refer to some Persian or Arabic historical work, for example, 
by Abū Jaʿfar Muḥammad ibn Jarīr al-Ṭabarī (839–923) or ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn ʿAṭā-Malik al-Juwainī 
(1226–1283) (Tasaka 1957: 112–113), Allsen (2001: 170) raised the possibility that it probably was 
Bīrūnī’s Āthār al-bāqiya ʿan al-qurūn al-khāliya [The Chronology of Ancient Nations], in con-
sideration of the Chinese annotation following the book title: ‘Overview of the names of eras and 
nations’ (zong nianhao guoming 總年號國名). This identification seems even more probable on 
the premise that the work was used at the Observatory of the Westerners. The observatory would 
have mainly benefited from technical works on astral sciences, so that the listed work may more 
likely to have been a work on calendars than on history. Although many other works on calendars 
were of course compiled in the Islamicate world, Bīrūnī’s Āthār al-bāqiya holds a unique position 
in the sense that the work covers both meanings of tārīkh – that is, both calendar and history.

Aside from the Āthār al-bāqiya which shall be mentioned later, here I focus on another work 
of Bīrūnī’s on astronomy, that is, al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī [Masʿūdic Canon] dedicated to Masʿūd 
(r. 1030–1040) of the Ghaznavids (977–1186). Al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī is a representative zīj, which 
consists of eleven maqālas (treatises) – each containing several chapters (bābs), some of which 
are further subdivided into sections (faṣls) – as follows: Maqāla I: Introduction dealing with the 
principles and basic concepts of astronomy as well as cosmology, time, and space; Maqāla II: 
Calendars such as the Hijri, Greek (i.e., Seleucid), and Persian; Maqāla III: Trigonometry; Maqā-
la IV: Spherical astronomy; Maqāla V: Geodesy and mathematical geography; Maqāla VI: Time 
differences, the solar motion, and the equation of time; Maqāla VII: Lunar motion; Maqāla VIII: 
Eclipses and crescent visibility; Maqāla IX: Fixed stars; Maqāla X: Planets; Maqāla XI: Astrological 
operations (Kennedy 1971; Yano 2013: 52).

High importance should be attached to Yano Michio’s (2002) discovery that the first equation 
table of al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī includes ‘Bīrūnī’s mistake’, that was in fact inherited only by al-Zīj 
al-sanjufīnī and Huihui li – both productions based on ‘Jamāl al-Dīn’s observation’ (ZS: 33v) – 

4 For the list and the identification of each work, see Tasaka 1957: 99–119 and van Dalen 2004: 25. Kūshyār’s 
astrological work, like the Huihui li, was also translated into Chinese (as the Tianwen shu 天文書 [Book on 
Celestial Patterns]) in the early Ming period, no later than 1383 (Yano 1997).
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among a number of extant zījes.5 This fact strongly suggests that Jamāl al-Dīn, when compiling 
his zīj in China, had access to Bīrūnī’s al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī while also using his own observa-
tional data. The aforementioned booklist of the Observatory of the Westerners also includes a 
book entitled jichi 積尺, that is obviously a zīj in consideration of its phonetic transcription. The 
probability becomes more likely, when we also pay attention to the Chinese annotation of its 
title, ‘various calendars’ (zhujiali 諸家歷), since the first part of the zīj is generally assigned to 
the description of ‘calendars’, exactly like the case of al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī (Maqāla II). But, if the 
jichi is to be identified with al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī, we should consider the transmission route on 
Mongol Silk Roads. For this purpose, I re-examine an armillary sphere included in Jamāl al-Dīn’s 
seven instruments.

As we have seen, Jamāl al-Dīn dedicated the seven ‘western astronomical instruments’ to 
Qubilai in 1267, but those were perhaps not brought from the Maragha observatory. However, 
there is no doubt that these instruments were certainly of ‘western’ origin. Here, among the seven, 
I deal with an armillary sphere (dhāt al-ḥalaq in Arabic). In line with Hartner’s hypothesis, Yang 
Qiao has recently suggested the assumption that Jamāl al-Dīn returned to the west – specifically 
to Maragha – during the late 1250s and early 1260s, and then he was sent back again to China. Her 
assumption derives from her interpretation of Jamāl al-Dīn’s armillary sphere. On the premise 
that the armillary sphere was designed for latitude 36°, Yang (2017: 1235) interprets the latitude 
as an approximation to that of Maragha (37°20′).6 However, such an interpretation is somewhat 
problematic, in consideration of the exactness of observations at that time, both in eastern and 
western Eurasia. But, if so, why was the armillary sphere set at latitude 36°? In this article, I pro-
vide a new interpretation of this issue by focusing on Alamut, the main stronghold of the Nizārī 
Ismāʿīlīs. 

First, an English translation of the description of the armillary sphere should be provided for 
further discussion:7

Dhāt al-ḥalaq (zantu halaji), or huntianyi (armillary sphere) in Chinese. That is designed 
with copper. There is a single circle parallel to the ground, in which the degrees of the 
celestial circumference are inscribed. The directions of the twelve earthly branches are 
[also] marked. There is a double circle which crosses [the first circle] at a right angle to 
the south and north. The half [of the double circle] is under the horizon. It is divided into 
the degrees of the celestial circumference. Inside [the first double circle], there is a second 
double circle, in which the degrees of the celestial circumference are also inscribed. [The 
double circles] are crossed and linked each other. The linked points which incline from 

5 The zījes to which Yano (2002: 41–42) referred are the following 15 astronomical handbooks: 1) Abū Manṣūr, 
al-Zīj al-mumtaḥan (ca. 830), 2) al-Ḥabash al-Ḥāsib, Kitāb al-Ḥabash al-Ḥāsib (ca. 850), 3) al-Battānī, al-Zīj al-
ṣābiʾ (ca. 900), 4) Ibn Yūnus, al-Zīj al-ḥākimī (ca. 990), 5) Kūshyār b. Labbān, al-Zīj al-jāmiʿ (ca. 1000), 6) al-Bīrūnī, 
al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī (1030), 7) al-Khāzinī, al-Zīj al-sanjarī (1120), 8) al-Ṭabarī, Zīj-i mufrad (ca. 1230), 9) al-Ṭūsī, 
Zīj-i īlkhānī (ca. 1272), 10) al-Maghribī, Adwār al-anwār (ca. 1280), 11) al-Baghdādī (ca. 1285), 12) Sanjar al-
Kamālī, Zīj-i ashrafī (ca. 1310), 13) al-Sanjufīnī, al-Zīj al-sanjufīnī (1366), 14) Ibn Isḥāq al-Tamīmī (ca. 14th), and 
15) al-Kāshī, Zīj-i Khāqānī (ca. 1420).
6 The armillary sphere was also used as evidence by Hartner (1950: 192) to support his hypothesis, on the 
grounds that an armillary sphere also operated at the Maragha observatory.
7 For assistance in understanding the structure of the armillary sphere, I express my deep gratitude to Dr. Ôhashi 
Yukio. As he suggested, in Figure 1, I provide the image of Tycho Brahe’s armillary sphere, which was based on the 
same principle as Jamāl al-Dīn’s, to facilitate the understanding of the structure.
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the horizon by 36 degrees are the south and north [celestial] poles. The [second double] 
circle turns around [the poles]. It represents the celestial motion and solar way. Inside [the 
second double circle], there are the third and fourth circles. They are linked to the second 
circle [at the ecliptic poles], which incline by 24 degrees to the south and north [celestial] 
poles. The circles turn around [the ecliptic poles]. All three circles are mobile. To each, a 
pair of bronze plates is attached. Each [of the latter] has a hole, through which observations 
are carried out.
咱禿哈剌吉，漢言混天儀也。其制以銅為之。平設單環，刻周天度，畫十二辰
位，以準地面。側立雙環而結於平環之子午，半入地下，以分天度。内第二雙
環，亦刻周天度，而參差相交，以結於側雙環，去地平三十六度以為南北極，可
以旋轉，以象天運為日行之道。内第三，第四環，皆結於第二環，又去南北極二
十四度，亦可以運轉。凡可運三環，各對綴銅方釘，皆有竅以代衡簫之仰窺焉。

(YS, 4: 998)

Figure 1: Armillary Sphere

From Tycho Brahe’s Astronomiae Instauratae Mechanica.

The first circle: the horizon (not described); the first double circle: the prime meridian (EBG); the second double 
circle: the solstitial colure (CFIH): the third and fourth double circles: the ecliptic (POQN) and ecliptic meridian 
(KLRM); the north celestial pole (G) and north ecliptic pole (I).
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The translation is based on Miyajima Kazuhiko’s scrutiny of the ‘western astronomical instru-
ments’. Since the third instrument, a sundial for the equinoxes (rukhāma-yi muʾawwaj), is marked 
with 360 degrees of circumference, he supposes that the armillary sphere might also have been 
calibrated with the ‘western’ degrees (360°) rather than the Chinese ones (around 365°). On this 
understanding, he regards ‘from the horizon by 36 degrees’ as the ‘western’ latitude as we use it 
now, with the comments that latitude 36° is far south of Dadu (39°54′) and Maragha (37°20′) 
( Miyajima 1982: 411). On the other hand, Yang in focusing on ‘by 24 degrees to the south and 
north [celestial] poles’, considers the value to be ‘inaccurate’ in comparison with 23°30′, which 
Muslim astronomers used even before that period (Yang 2017: 1235). It supports her aforemen-
tioned identification of a ‘loose approximation to latitude 36°’ with the latitude of Maragha. Her 
remarks are reasonable in that latitude 24° is inaccurate as the obliquity of the ecliptic, but I be-
lieve that there is still room to consider the meaning of latitude 36° in the historical context, es-
pecially of astronomers’ traditions in the Islamicate world, as Yang did in the case of the obliquity.

DASTŪR AL-MUNAJJIMĪN AS THE MISSING LINK

In examining the reason for latitude 36°, a (relatively) newly-discovered source should be  taken  
into consideration; that is, the Dastūr al-munajjimīn [Manual of Astrologers].  Considerable im-
portance is attached to this Arabic work as one of very few surviving sources ascribed to the 
Nizārī Ismāʿīlī movement, especially those dating back to the period of Ḥasan-i Ṣabbāh (r. 1090–
1124), its founder.8 Although the work was mentioned in the early twentieth century, Moḥammad 
Ka rīmī Zanjānī Aṣl, Eva Orthmann and Petra Schmidl (2017) recently conducted a close inves-
tigation into its entirety. On the basis of their analysis, the Dastūr al-munajjimīn, whose only 
known manuscript is the one preserved at the Bibliothèque nationale de France (Arabe 5968), 
consists of ten maqālas (treatises). Maqāla I–VIII are composed as a zīj, while Maqāla IX is spe-
cific to mundane astrology and Maqāla X is devoted to historiography.

Importantly in our context, Orthmann and Schmidl point out that especially in Maqāla I–VIII, 
the tables are based on latitude 36°, the midpoint of the fourth climate. It might also accord to the 
latitude of Alamut, the main stronghold of the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs, whose latitude is given in Persian 
zījes (including the Zīj-i īlkhānī) as 36°21′ (cf. Kennedy & Kennedy 1987). The latitude 36° is 
also used in al-Zīj al-ṣābiʾ by al-Battānī (d. 929) and al-Zīj al-jāmiʿ by Kūshyār, two of the main 
sources of the Dastūr al-munajjimīn (Orthmann and Schmidl 2017: 29). Along with these two 
zījes, the astronomical part of this work to a large extent relies on Bīrūnī’s al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī 
(DM: e.g., 22r, 116r, 120r, 128r; Karīmī Zanjānī Aṣl 2010: 228; Schmidl 2017: 40) as well as Ṣūfī’s 
Ṣuwar al-kawākib (DM: e.g., 169r; Karīmī Zanjānī Aṣl 2010: 228) and Kūshyār’s al-Madkhal (DM: 
e.g., 238v–239r; Yano 1997: 138–142; Orthmann 2017: 80–81). In the historical part, Bīrūnī’s 
Āthār al-bāqiya might have also been utilized along with al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī (Karīmī Zanjānī 
Aṣl 2013: 48–49). We cannot overlook the remarkable overlap of the sources of the Dastūr al-
munajjimīn with the books on the booklist of the Observatory of the Westerners in Dadu.

Another feature worthy of attention concerning the Dastūr al-munajjimīn is related to Yano’s 
discovery. As already mentioned, Yano revealed the close relationship between al-Qanūn al-
masʿūdī and two astronomical handbooks compiled in Yuan China – that is, the Huihui li and 

8 For the Nizārī Ismāʿīlī movement, see Daftary 1990: 324–434.
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the al-Zīj al-sanjufīnī – in terms of the first equation table for Mercury. In light of the fact that 
al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī is considered to be one of the main sources of the Dastūr al-munajjimīn, 
that work could function as a missing link between Alamut and Dadu. Here, I turn again to Jamāl 
al-Dīn’s armillary sphere to trace the transmission route of the astral sciences.

Although Muḥammad Qazwīnī’s assumption that the ‘author(s)’ of Tārīkh-i jahān-gushā 
made use of the Dastūr al-munajjimīn is reconsidered by Otsuka Osamu’s (2017) recent investi-
gation into its historical part, it is well known that, at the time of the fall of Alamut, ʿAlāʾ al-Dīn 
ʿAṭā-Malik al-Juwainī (1226–1283) – the ‘author’ of Tārīkh-i jahān-gushā – rescued books and 
astronomical instruments from the famous library of the Alamut fortress:9

I suggested to the King that the valuable books in Alamūt ought not to be destroyed. He 
approved my words and gave the necessary orders; and I went to examine the library, from 
which I extracted whatever I found in the way of copies of the Qurʾān and [other] choice 
books after the manner of ‘He brought forth living from the dead’ (Q, XXX: 18). I like-
wise picked out the astronomical instruments such as kursīs, an armillary sphere (dhāt 
al-ḥalaq), astrolabium solipartium, astrolabium bipartium and radial astrolabe.10

 عرضه داشتم که نفايس كتب الموت را تضييع نتوان كرد. پادشاه آن سخن را پسنديده فرمود، و اشارت ران د تا به
 مطالعۀ آن رفتم، و آنچه  يافتم از مصاحف و نفايس كتب بر مثال «يخُْرِجُ الْحَيَّ مِنَ الْمَيِّتِ» بيرون آوردم، و آلات

رصد از كراسى و ذات الحلق و اسطرلابهاى تامّ و نصفى و الشعاع ديگر كه موجود بود، برگرفتم.
(TJG, 3: 270; Boyle 1997: 719; Jorati 2014: 134–135)

As noted in this quotation, there was an armillary sphere among the rescued instruments at the 
Alamut fortress of the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs. Marshalling the circumstantial evidence provided so far, 
I conclude that Jamāl al-Dīn’s armillary sphere was designed in Alamut passing around latitude 
36°. After the fall of Alamut in 1256 – and before 1267 when Jamāl al-Dīn dedicated the ‘western 
astronomical instruments’ to Qubilai – the armillary sphere was brought to the Yuan court with 
the rest of the ‘Alamut collection’, including Bīrūnī’s al-Qanūn al-masʿūdī, Kūshyār’s al-Madkhal 
and al-Ṣūfī’s Ṣuwar al-kawākib, perhaps with Bīrūnī’s Āthār al-bāqiya and astronomical instru-
ments.

The ‘Alamut collection’ was stocked at the Dadu observatory through the agency of Jamāl 
al- Dīn , who might have obtained access to the collection when he was already in Dadu. As an 
alternative hypothesis, however, I would also like to suggest the possibility that Jamāl al-Dīn was 
also active in Alamut. Of course, I shall address counter-evidence for this argument which ap-
pears, as  already mentioned, in Rashīd al-Dīn’s description of Jamāl al-Dīn, as follows:

[Möngke, owing to] his great wisdom and high mindedness, insisted that during his august 
reign an observatory (raṣad) be built. He commanded Jamāl al-Dīn Muḥammad ibn Ṭāhir 
ibn Muḥammad al-Zaydī al-Bukhārī to attend to this important matter [but] some works 
upon it were [too] complicated.

9 Hadi Jorati, arguing the multiple authorship of Tārīkh-i jahān-gushā – one author would be Naṣīr al-Dīn al-Ṭūsī 
(see below) – refers to the possibility that it was not al-Juwainī but al-Ṭūsī who examined the Alamut library after 
the fall of the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs (Jorati 2014: 103, 135–136).
10 The translation is a combination of those of Boyle and Jorati, with my minor modifications.
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The fame of attainments of Khwāja Naṣīr al-Dīn [al-Ṭūsī], like the wind, spread over 
the face of the earth. Möngke Qaʾān, at the time he said goodbye to [his] brother [Hülegü], 
ordered that when the Assassins’ fortresses were subdued, Khwāja Naṣīr al-Dīn be sent to 
court. But at the time, since Möngke Qaʾān was occupied with the subjugation of the coun-
tries of Manzī (South China) and the seat of government [was so] far, Hülegü ordered that 
he (Ṭūsī) also construct an observatory here (Marāgha).11

 رای عالی و همت بلند او اقتضای آن کرد که رصدی در عهد همايون بنا کند. فرمود تا جمال الدين محمد طاهر بن
محمد الزيدی البخاری به آن مهم قيام نمايد، و بعضی اعمال آن بر ايشان مشتبه بود.

 و صيت فضايل خواجه نصير الدين چون باد جهان پيمای. منگکه قاآن به هنگام وداع برادر فرموده بود که چون قلاع
 ملاحده مستخلص گردد، خواجه نصير الدين [را] اينجا فرست؛ و در آن وقت چون منگکه قاآن به فتح ممالک منزی

مشغول بود و از تختگاه دور، هولاگو خان فرمود تا هم اينجا رصد بندد.
(JT, 2: 1024; Allsen 2001: 167)

According to the chronology of Rashīd al-Dīn as quoted above, Jamāl al-Dīn was already at 
Möngke’s court when the latter ordered his brother Hülegü to conduct an expedition to the west-
ern lands, which resulted in the annihilation of the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs. This does not accord with my 
argument that Jamāl al-Dīn brought his armillary sphere, designed in Alamut after the fall of the 
Nizārī highland state, to China.

However, revealing Rashīd al-Dīn’s biased view of Hülegü’s western expedition, Hadi Jora-
ti (2014: 99–101) sheds doubt on the consensus among contemporary scholarship regarding 
al- Ṭūsī being raised to the position of the most senior executive officer immediately after the fall 
of Alamut due to his high reputation. He did not assume his position as a reward for the negotia-
tion with or in the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs but as an expert in astral sciences. He even seems not to have 
been the most senior astrologer at Hülegü’s court. This goes against Rashīd al-Dīn’s narrative that 
Möngke sought al-Ṭūsī in Alamut, and ordered his brother to send him to Qaraqorum ( Jorati 
2014: 143–149). It might also make sense that at the time of the fall of Alamut, Jamāl al-Dīn 
might have been preferred to al-Ṭūsī as an astronomer to be brought to Möngke’s court. Juwainī 
– Rashīd al-Dīn’s source in this matter – does not mention such a request by Möngke at all.

CONCLUSION: FROM ALAMUT TO DADU

The discussion of the present paper has uncovered a hitherto unknown transmission route of the 
astral sciences, from Alamut to Dadu, of which the k ey figure is Jamāl al-Dīn. It is possible that 
he might have been active in the Alamut fortress of the Nizārī Ismāʿīlīs with Naṣīr al-Dīn al-Ṭūsī. 
The armillary sphere dedicated by Jamāl al-Dīn to Qubilai was perhaps designed at that time, 
given  the fact that it was set at latitude 36°, that passes through Alamut. Then, after or immediate-
ly before the fall of Alamut in 1256, the  ‘Alamut collection’ including the armillary sphere came 
to Dadu along the Mongol Silk Roads. Whether Jamāl al-Dīn was already in Dadu or whether he 
also came then from Alamut, the collection might have contributed to his entrance to Qubilai’s 
entourage, before the latter ascended the throne in 1260.

The findings of this discussion also shed certain new light upon the nature of cross-cultural 
 exchange in Eurasia under Mongol domination during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 

11 The translation is based on Allsen’s, adjusting the transliteration to the article format.
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The period of the Mongol empire is – especially in the realm of the Ilkhanid dynasty – consid-
ered to be a ‘golden age’ of astronomy, in which Ptolemaic astronomy underwent fundamental 
innovations, the results of which lead directly to Copernicus’ (1473–1543) heliocentric celes-
tial model (Saliba 1994). Under these circumstances, many new texts on mathematical and as-
tronomical sciences were produced, especially by scholars active at the Maragha observatory, 
which functioned as one of the foremost intellectual centres of Mongol Eurasia. At the obser-
vatory, al-Ṭūsī compiled a series of texts such as the aforementioned Zīj-i īlkhānī and al-Tadh-
kira fī ʿilm al-hayʾa [Memoir on Astronomy] as well as the ‘rewriting’ (taḥrīr) of classics in the 
fields of mathematical and astral sciences including Euclid’s Elements and Ptolemy’s Almagest 
(Maʿṣūmī-Hamadānī 2000).12

Consideration of the coexistence of two large-scale observatories in Eurasia, located in 
Maragha and Dadu respectively, might lead one to infer the vital exchange of astral knowledge 
between these two observatories. However, Jamāl al-Dīn, who immigrated from the Islamicate 
world and at one time headed the Dadu observatory, was less connected to the Maragha obser-
vatory. Astral texts transmitted to the Yuan court – in certain cases, by him – did not include the 
‘latest’ texts produced at the Maragha observatory. Jamāl al-Dīn did not belong to the so-called 
‘Maragha school’. The cross-cultural exchange was greatly determined by personal connections, 
which were not based on the cohesive principles of the continental-wide imperial regime, either.
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